Temporal ultrasound for monitoring tocilizumab
treatment in giant cell arteritis: seeing beyond
serum markers?
We read with great interest the letter of Nannini et al, which
addressed the issue of treatment interruption in giant cell arteritis (GCA) patients treated with tocilizumab (TCZ) and the use
of 18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-
PET) for disease monitoring and relapse predicting.1 In this
study, FDG-PET examination after 2 months of TCZ discontinuation (14 months after treatment initiation) could identify those
large-vessel GCA (LV-GCA) patients who would experience a
relapse later, despite having normal inflammation markers.
Interestingly, FDG-PET findings after 6 months of TCZ therapy
were not significantly improved in patients who relapsed after
TCZ discontinuation, in contrast to what was observed for those
who maintained remission.1 According to authors, this imaging
modality could be a useful monitoring and prognostic tool for
patients with LV-GCA.
GCA, a type of large-size and medium-size vessel vasculitis,
usually affects people over 50 years old. Two subtypes have
been identified; namely cranial GCA and LV-GCA. Over the last
years, ultrasound (US) of temporal arteries has been increasingly
recognised as a first-line diagnostic tool for cranial GCA, while
magnetic-resonance angiography and FDG-PET are utilised for
the diagnosis of LV-
GCA. Moreover, randomised controlled
trials in GCA patients have shown that the addition of TCZ
to corticosteroids induces disease remission and offers faster
steroid sparing and reduced relapse rate. On the other hand,
nearly one-third of patients treated with TCZ might experience
a disease flare after treatment discontinuation,1 while clinical
and serological parameters might fail to reveal a disease relapse.2
In addition, TCZ treatment leads to a fall of inflammation
markers that sometimes does not reflect disease activity.3 Due to
the lack of reliable serological marker for these patients, imaging
modalities emerge as possible monitoring and prognostic tools.
Repeated biopsies for disease monitoring are not feasible in clinical practice.
Regarding the cranial form of GCA, FDG-PET is high-cost,
has low availability, exposes the patient to ionising radiation
and has questionable sensitivity in this form of the disease. In
contrast, US has low cost, is generally available, bears no radiation and offers acceptable sensitivity in the detection of vessel
wall inflammation in temporal arteries. On this basis, serial
US examinations might be useful for the monitoring of TCZ
treatment.
Τhe experience about temporal US in cranial GCA patients
treated with TCZ is limited. Vitiello et al reported two cases
in which initiation of TCZ treatment led to disappearance of
‘halo sign’ in the temporal US.4 In our clinic, TCZ resulted
in significant amelioration of vessel wall inflammation in two
cases. TCZ was initiated in a 62-year-old woman with cranial
GCA. The baseline temporal US revealed a hypoechoic halo
sign in both superficial common temporal arteries (figure 1A).
A new temporal US 3 months later showed decrease of the
hypoechoic area in the vessel wall, while clinical and serological improvement was evident (figure 1B). After 12 months
of TCZ treatment, the patient is in disease remission and the
hypoechoic findings in the vessel wall have almost disappeared
(figure 1C). Additionally, in an 85-year-old woman with cranial
GCA, TCZ led to improvement of the hypoechoic appearance
of the inflamed vessel wall, as depicted in a new temporal US

Figure 1 Ultrasound of the right superficial common temporal artery
(longitudinal view) at baseline (A), 3 months later (B) and 12 months
after (C) consecutive tocilizumab treatment. At baseline (A), a dark
hypoechoic area can be noted at the vessel wall (arrows). Three months
later, the ‘halo sign’ has been improved (B) and after 12 months it has
almost disappeared (C). Meanwhile, serum inflammation markers and
patient’s symptoms have significantly improved. A linear probe (12 L),
12 MHz (grey scale) and 6.7 MHz (colour Doppler) frequency were used.

performed 3 months after treatment commencement, compared
with baseline.
As for LV-GCA, the wall of large vessels might remain thickened for months despite therapy, but an increase in intima-media
complex, as observed by US, suggests treatment failure.5 It has
been reported that contrast-
enhanced US can detect disease
flares in patients treated with TCZ for Takayasu arteritis, but
this US technique has not been extensively studied yet. Therefore, the use of US in the monitoring of patients with LV-GCA
is still under debate. Based on the letter of Nannini et al, FDG-
PET might be useful in monitoring TCZ-treated patients with
LV-GCA. A question arising is whether findings in US parallel
the changes depicted in FDG-PET. We believe that a comparative
study addressing this issue would be of great interest.
Recently, the role of US in the follow-up of GCA patients has
emerged.6 As US is an operator-
dependent examination, the
objectivity of repetitive examinations is questionable and the
technical parameters should be precisely determined. Awaiting
further prospective studies, we suggest that temporal US can be
an appealing choice for monitoring disease activity in cranial
GCA patients treated with TCZ.
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